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ABSTRACT

DISCRETE DYNAMICAL POPULATION MODELS: HIGHER
DIMENSIONAL PIONEER-CLIMAX MODELS

by
Yogesh Joshi

There are many population models in the literature for both continuous and discrete

systems. This investigation begins with a general discrete model that subsumes

almost all of the discrete population models currently in use. Some results related

to the existence of fixed points are proved. Before launching into a mathematical

analysis of the primary discrete dynamical model investigated in this dissertation,

the basic elements of the model - pioneer and climax species - are described and

discussed from an ecological as well as a dynamical systems perspective. An attempt

is made to explain why the chosen hierarchical form of the model to explain why

the chosen hierarchical form of the model can be expected to follow the real-world

evolution of pioneer-climax species. Following the discussion of the discrete dynamical

model from the applications viewpoint, an extensive dynamical systems investigation

is conducted using analytical and simulation tools. Fixed and periodic points are

found and their stability is investigated. Sufficient conditions for the existence and

stability of n -cycles are proved and illustrated for several values of n. For eample,

the existence of a stable, attracting 3-cycle is proved for a certain range of parameters

for an all-pioneer model. It is also observed that the hierarchical system has a

predisposition to period-doubling behavior.

Bifurcations of the hierarchical model are studied in considerable depth. It is

proved, for example, that the model cannot exhibit a Hopf Bifurcation. However,

in a series of theorems, it is shown that the system can exhibit a very rich array

of flip (period-doubling) bifurcations, which are of codimension one, two or three.

A key to proving this result is that the hierarchical nature of the system makes it



essentially equivalent to a sequence of one-dimensional systems when it comes to

several properties of the dynamics. This hierarchical principle is then used to prove

chaos for the system in the limit of a period-doubling cascade, and also in terms of

shift map behavior on an invariant two-component Cantor set for systems containing

a climax component. Bifurcation diagrams and Lyapunov diagrams are computed

to further illustrate the chaotic dynamics. Finally, the concept of a 3-dimensional

horseshoe type map is also used to prove the existence of chaos in an approximate

graphical manner.
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CHAPTER 1

BACKGROUND

1



and for i j,

2

where L(t), P(t), A(t) denote the numbers of individuals at time t present in

the larval, pupal and adult states, respectively, of the three life cycles of genus



ents ".

3. The Leslie-Gower Model [8]

xt+i = bi
Xt

1 + CliXt Ci2yt

Yt 	
Yt+i 	 b2 1 + c2i x t e22Yt

3

Tribolium (flour beetles). In fact this model can be used for any species which

has three life cycle stages. Here

V habitat size

b(> 0) = is the inherent per adult recruitment of larvae.

pi, pa, satisfy 0 < < 1, 0 < 	 < 1 and represent death rates (the fraction of

the larvae and adult stages that die each unit of time). The coefficients Cel, Cea)

Cpc, account for the cannibalistic encounters and are called "cannibalism coeffici-

where, cii > 0, bi > 0.

4. Ricker Competition Model [8]

xt+1 	 bixte(-ci xt--ei2y0

Yt+i = b2Yte(- C21 Xt -C22Yt

where, b i > 0, c,i > 0.

1.1 Ecological Studies

Pioneer-Climax species, which usually refer to types of flora, have been studied for

many years, by both ecologists and applied mathematicians and more recently have

been extensively investigated using a variety of dynamical systems models, most of

which have been limited to two-dimensional (two species) models. Many experimental
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studies (field work) have also been conducted, with [22, 34, 35, 44] being some of the

more recent ones. In [22], Jegan, Ramesh and Muthuchelian showed that pioneer

species need light for regeneration and resprouting which are important processes

that allow plant species to remain viable in an ecosystem, but which climax species

do not require. They evolve in an environment that is made easy to grow and thrive

in by their predecessors. Jegan et al. classified their results based on forest openings

(closed, small gap and large gap) which played a pivotal role in the study. Raaimakers

et al. [34] investigated whether low phosphorous (P) availability limits the process

of photosynthesis more than nitrogen (N) does in tree species in Guyana where

the soil quality is acidic. The experiment was carried on nine pioneer and climax

tree species. They also studied the relationship between leaf P and N content with

photosynthetic capacity. They found at similar P and N content, pioneer species have

a higher photosynthetic capacity than the climax species in a range of light climates.

Photosynthetic characteristics and pattern of biomass accumulation in seedlings of

pioneer and climax tree species from Brazil were studied by Silvestrini et al. [44]. The

seedlings were grown for four months under low light (5% to 8% sunlight) and high

light (100% sunlight). Both species exhibited characteristics that favor growth under

conditions that resemble their natural microenvironments. They also found that the

climax species grow under high light, which is not observed normally in climax species.

They proposed to explain this behavior using the spatio-temporal light regime of the

forest. In [25], Kuijk developed and used a model in Vietnam for forest regeneration

and restoration. The model evaluates shoot height and plant architecture, biomass

allocation patterns and leaf physiology in terms of light capture and photosynthetic

gains. Kuijk's model proved to be quite successful when applied to grasslands. Forest

regeneration is a successional process where old trees (pioneers) are replaced by the

new ones (climax) and a structural change in the forest canopy occurs.
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1.2 Mathematical Modeling and Analysis

A three-dimensional difference equation model called the "LPA model" was presented

in [7] by Cushing and a detailed study was conducted. Many dynamical results for

the model - including the possibility of chaotic behavior - were proved mathematically

and demonstrated for the real data obtained from observing Tribolium populations.

Franke and Yakubu [11], [12] used a very general 2-species competition model for

pioneer-climax interactions with precise mathematical definitions to show the existence

of the Pioneer Exclusion Principle, which states that the ultimate dynamical result of

an undisturbed system of pioneer species competing with a climax species is exclusion

of pioneer species. Hassell and Comins [18] studied a difference equation single and

two age-class model for two-species competition. Their model indicated that the

populations exhibit damped oscillations, stable cycles and even apparent "chaos" if

the competition is sufficiently severe. Selgrade and Namkoong [38] and Sumner [47,

46] showed that certain 2-dimensional (non-hierarchical) differential equation and

difference equation pioneer-climax models exhibit stable periodic behavior arising

from Hopf Bifurcations. Selgrade and Namkoong [39] analyzed both differential and

difference equation models of 2-species interacting pioneer-climax populations. The

asymptotic behavior of these model was discussed, and the occurrence of strange

attractors was observed. Selgrade and Roberds [40] showed the existence of Hopf

bifurcations for deterministic models of the interaction of pioneer and climax populati-

ons. In another study Selgrade and Roberds [42] derived conditions for dynamical

pioneer-climax models which guaranteed an equilibrium loses stability via period-

doubling bifurcation. They also modified and studied the model with a constant term

representing stocking or harvesting of the pioneer population and derived another set

of conditions which reverses the bifurcation and restabilizes the equilibrium.
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1.3 Research Innovations

In this work we will concentrate mainly on a three-dimensional pioneer-climax model,

where there has been comparatively little work done from the dynamical systems

viewpoint. More specifically, the focus is on three-dimensional hierarchical models,

which have proved to be reasonably reliable predictors of pioneer-climax system

evolution. We shall describe an extensive theoretical and computational investigation

of discrete three-dimensional hierarchical pioneer-climax models, including an analysis

of fixed and periodic points, bifurcations, and chaotic regimes, which are as far

as possible framed in an applied ecological context. Among our contributions are

novel results for discrete dynamical three-dimensional pioneer-climax models on flip-

bifurcation cascades, stable and unstable periodic orbits, and the existence of chaotic

regimes that appear to be associated with strange attractors.

This dissertation is organized as follows: In Chapter 2, we briefly study a

very general population dynamical model and perform a brief analysis of its fixed

point. Then in Chapter 3, we introduce pioneer and climax species and the discrete

mathematical equations that we shall use to model their behavior. We then focus

on a three-dimensional pioneer-climax model and in particular an hierarchical model.

In Chapter 4, a local stability analysis is performed on the model. In Chapter 5,

various aspects of periodic behavior of the species are analyzed, and in Chapter 6, a

rather extensive analysis of bifurcations of the model - especially flip-bifurcations - is

undertaken. Finally, several types of chaotic dynamics occurring at various parameter

values are analyzed.
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(2.1)

(2.2)

(2.3)
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Before we begin proving a result that employs Banach's Theorem [2] to find a (unique)

fixed point, we prove a useful elementary lemma.

Lemma 2.0.1. If 0(x) = xe' , A > 0, then I0(x) — 0(y)1 < Ix — yj V x, y > O.

Proof. By the Mean Value Theorem, we have

0(x) — 	 = OV)(x — Y),

for some > 0 between x and y.

We need to show that 10 1 ()1 < 1 for > 0. But this follows from elementary

calculus, noting that

	0() =e A , 0 1 (0 = 	 — A),

	

0"(0 = —Ae-A (2 — Ae). 	 (2.20)
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The second derivative vanishes only at = 2/A, and from this it is easy to verify the

desired property of the derivative. Hence

IOW - 001 = 1 ()(X -
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which proves the lemma. 	 ❑

Now we begin with the analysis.
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qi3) xie-<4) ' x> +Ei<i<j<3 q2'i) xie -<44.) ' x>xie-<41)' X>

a2°)
	

a2
(1) Yie 2

-<A (1) . Y> -

P2
0) + 7,3 p(i) 11

2 	 L-/j=1 2 ui

11-E=1. qp,yje-<Bj), y>+V" . 	 (ii) 	 Y> 	 -</30) y
z--, 1< ,/<3<3 q2 Yie 	 yj e 	2 	 >

+(aT) + x3e-<4) x>

p(0) + 	 op(j) 	 (i) x- >

+ 3
3

3 xie
_ <A

 3 	+E • . p(	 -<,i<x<3<3 3 ii) xie AG) x> 	 x>3 	 xje 	 3 

1__FE =1 (e 	 j)xie- <B3 , X>+E i<i< j<3 4:7) -<Bxie V X>, 	 x je-<4 ) , X>

a3°)
	 ,(1)

Y3C 
<11 (

3
1) Y> —

D( C) ) 	 \--` 3 	n(3)	 <A,(3) Y>
1 3 + ,j=1 r3	 ' 	 pp)yie-<AV, Y>yie-<4 ) , Y>

1-FE=iqpyie-<43) , y>+E 1<i<i<3 e)yie-<BP, y>yie-<4), y>

)2

	<A (	>	 113) Y _L,	2 	 D(ii) -<(i) Y> 	 Y>
2_,i<i<j<3 . 2 Yie 	 2 	 yie 	 2

)2
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We introduce these conditions

3 	3

e ) > 0, r, ei) > 0  E q .j)> 0,
j=1	 1<i, j<3	 --=1

3

> 0, 	 > 0, yis 	> 0
1<i, j<3	 j=1	 1<i, j<3

and using Lemma 2.0.1 (in the numerator) we get,

d(ci)(X) , (Y)) < ((ail) +	 (x	 Yi) + P1 2) (x2 - Y2) + P1 3) (x3 y3)

+ 	 /7) 23) (x ixi - yiyi )) 2

((4) + -(2)
)(x2 y2) + PP ) (xi - Yi) P2 3) (x3 - y3) E Paij) (xixi - YiYi)) 2

+ ((4 ) + e)(xi - yi) + PP ) (xi -	 + P42) (x2 - Y2) + Epau)(xixj_ yiyi))2)1/2

We further apply the constraints:

e3) = 0, 13P ) = 0, PP ) = 0 for all i, j

(4) + pi(i) )pi(2) < 0, (cvi.) + pp ) ) P13) < 0

(4 ) + e ))e ) < 0, (4 ) P22) )P23) <

(4) + e) )/iT) < 0, (4) + e)e) < 0.

These assumptions and constraints to put bounds on the population growth rates.

With them, we compute that

d( ,T.(X), (Y)) < ((ail) + PP ) ) 2 (x i - y1) 2 + P12)2 (x2 - y2) 2 + PP )2 (x3 - y3) 2
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+ (c4" + P2 2) ) 2 (2 - Y2) 2 + 	 2 (xi - ) 2 + P23)2 (x3 - Y3) 2

+ (aP + P3 3) ) 2 (x3 - Y3) 2 + P3 1)2 (xi Yi) 2 + P32)2 (x2 - y2) 2 ) 112

0(X), (1r)) < Main + e) ) 2 + PP 2 + PP 2) (xi - ) 2

+ ((041) + P22) ) 2 + -Pi2)2 + Pa3)2 ) (x2 - Y2) 2 )

+ 
pp )2 p1 3)2

 + P2 3) 2 )(x3
(x3 _ y3 )2)1/2

SO,

deT.(X), (1)(Y)) 	 oed(X, Y) 	 (2.22)

where, a = c2 Max{(('o 	
pp) )2 pa1)2 ,d1)2), 

((a21)p22))2 
pi(. 2)2 pr 2 ),

((4) p33))2 p13)2 p
23)2

)} < 1

The above analysis can be readily generalized to our n - species general discrete

dynamical model given by (2.1-2.10). Thus we have essentially proved the following

result.

Theorem 2.0.2. The n - species general discrete population model given by (2.1-2.10)

has a unique fixed point if following conditions are satisfied:

(j)2_,J=1 qz > 0, qz(ii) > 0, 	 / = 1, 2, 3, • • • , n

ii) Ps(ii ) = 0, (c41) + Pi(k) )Pi(k) < 0, for all i, j, I, k = 1, 2, 3, • • • , n, k

iii) cx = c2 = Max{ ( (4- ) + Pi(k) ) 2 + pi(02 ) , 1, k = 1, 2, 3, • • • , n, k 	 /1 < 1.
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Now we will apply Brouwer's Fixed Point Theorem [19], which states that every

continuous function from a closed unit-ball to itself has at least one fixed point, to

our general 3-species discrete population model.

Let

X = (x1, x2, XX ' ) 	 ()() 	 (01(Xl; 2, x3), 02(xl, x2, x3), 03(Xl, x2, x3 )7

and

D 3 = (x i , x2 , x3)T E R3 : x 21 + x 22 + 4 < 1 be the closed unit sphere

We need to find the conditions on the parameters so that 1(D) C D3 .

01(X) 	 + (1 1) xie -<,1 1) , x>

(0) + E3 .= pi(j) x e - < 41 16 , x >

1 + E33. qj_j) x j e <BP) X >

so using the conditions

j<3 1 Xie_<A(i) x>x.3 e-<AY), x>

(ii)„
1<i<j<3 (11 Xie-

	 X> . e -<B1-1) , x>
3

3 

),
411) > 0,	 (ii) > 0,

j=1 	 1<i, j<3

we find that

0 1 (X) < 	 + ct 1) x i + Pi(" + p(i) 	 E p( ij)
1 X j	 1 XiX j •

j=1 	 1<i<j<3

Now xl + 4 + 4 < 1, so either x1 < 1, x2 < 1, x 3 < 1 or x 1 = 1, x2 = 0, x3

0, or x 1 = 0, x2 = 1, x3 = 0, or x 1 = 0, x2 = 0, x3 = I.

In any case,

01(X) < 	 + a(11) -F pi(j)

1<i<j<3

(= a, say)



=1

j=1

Similarly,

16

cb2(X) < ce °) + o41) +	 +

(= b, say)

03 (X) < a ()) + 	 e)
(= c, say)

P27) E pp)
1<i<j<3

e) E p(ii)

1<i<j<3

Hence, the conditions for (ND) C D 3 are:

i) q?) > 0, 1 = 1, 2, 3

ii) El<i,j < 3 e ) > 0, 1 — 1, 2 , 3

iii) a < 1,

iv) b < 1,

v) c < 1.

The above argument can be extended to prove that our n-species general population

model given by (2.1-2.10) has fixed points. Thus we have essentially proved the

following theorem:

Theorem 2.0.3. The n-species general discrete population model given by (2.1-2.10)

has a fixed point if the following conditions are satisfied:

i) 1e) > 0 1 = 1, 2, 3, • • , n

ii) > 0, 1 = 1, 2, 3, 	 , n

iii) al < 1, where at = (4, °) +(41) +PP ) +E37=1 PP ) +E1<i<j<n Pi(ii) , 1=1, 2, 3, • • • , n
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We note that the fixed point in the below need not be unique. For example, the

following 2-species model satisfies the hypotheses of Theorem 2.0.3, and it is easy to

see that it has infinitely many fixed points in the interior of the first quadrant:

xk+i = xk (xk Yk + 0.5)

Yk+1 =- Yk (Xk Yk + 0.5)



CHAPTER 3

PIONEER-CLIMAX MODELS

Those species that first colonize a barren land are called pioneer-species. They are

very hardy species that have adapted themselves to harsh conditions of nature, such

as soil with less water retaining properties, and an overall dearth of water. To survive

such harsh environments, in the course of time they tend to develop longer roots,

leaves that transpire less, and other such adaptations. They are also the ones that

usually grow first in an ecosystem which is destroyed by a forest fire, flood, earthquake,

volcanic eruption or human intervention such as clearance of land for development and

mining. They grow rapidly, but excessive increases in their density are detrimental

to their own growth, leading ultimately to extinction. As the ecosystem grows with

time, new species called climax-species take over from the pioneer species. They now

share the environment which was first occupied by the pioneer species. But they take

more time to grow. The initial low density of climax species enhances their growth.

Once they attain their maximum density, their growth rate starts to decline. Some

examples of pioneer species are weeds, marram grass, some types of Pine and Poplar

trees, wind-dispersed microbes, mosses and lichens that grow close to the ground.

Hardwood trees like Oak, Maple, and White Spruce are examples of climax species.

For more details, see[38, 39, 41.

In an ecosystem, there are many interactions taking place such as animal-animal,

plant-plant, plant-animal which either lead to decline and possible extinction of one

or more of the species (Survival of the Fittest) or in co-existence (Symbiosis). There

also is another scenario, where some particular species of plants survive the harsh

conditions (pioneer) of the environment and later on become extinct before making

the environment more friendly for other species (climax), thus increasing their chances

18
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for survival. In the jargon of ecology this is called succession. But after attaining

maximum density, the climax species also start to dwindle. For more details, see [38,

39, 47].

This dissertation is inspired by the work of such researchers as Selgrade and

Namkoong [38, 39], Franke and Yakubu [12], Suzanne Sumner [47], and Commins and

Hassel [18]. These authors usually combine all the individual population densities

x i of different species into a single entity, called the total weighted density, zi =

Eri". i cijxj (n), where the cif represent the intensity of the effect of the j —th popula-

tion on the i—th. This helps to take into account all the competition (both interspecies

and intraspecies) which takes place among the species. So, while modeling an individu-

al species, we will consider per capita growth rates to be functions of total weighted

density. This is called the fitness function. In Figure 3.1, the fitness function is:

h(x) = ea-x

where, a is a parameter which determines whether a species will have a pioneer or

climax growth. For the ith species to be a pioneer, it is required that the fitness

function hi is smooth, monotonically decreasing and satisfies h i (0) > 1. On the other

hand, the species is climax if hi is smooth, initially monotonically increasing, reaches

some maximum density, and deceases monotonically thereafter. Typical growth of

pioneer and climax species is shown in Figure 3.1. A widely accepted and studied

2-species pioneer-climax discrete model was introduced in Selgrade and Namkoong

[38, 39]. Extending it to 3-dimensions with some generalization, we take the following

as our 3-D pioneer-climax discrete model - the model upon which we shall hereafter
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(a) Pioneer growth, with parameter a = 0.5 (b) Climax growth, with parameter a = 1.2

Figure 3.1 Growth of pioneer and climax species.

focus our analysis.

xi (n + 1) = x i (n)42 '

x 2 (n + 1) = x2(n)z27712 be -z2 	 (3.1)

x 3 (n + 1) = x 3 (n)zr ea- z 3

where

Ti

zi =
j=1

is the total weighted density, with all interaction coefficients cij> 0,

= 0, 	  xi is a pioneer species

TIN = 1, with respective a, h or c > 1, 	 > x i is a climax species, and

Clearly this model is a particular case of the general model introduced in the previous

section.

To make our results more relevant to real world ecosystems, we shall further

concentrate our attention by imposing hierarchical competition [5] on our model.
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In hierarchical competition, a species i will affect the growth of another species j if

the jth species lies below the ith in the food chain of the ecosystem under consideration.

To be more precise, our pioneer-climax discrete model with hierarchical competition

reduces to

x i + 1) = x i (n) (el x i (n))''ea-ciixi (n)

x2 (n + 1) = x2 (n) (c2i x i (n) + c22x2 (n)) 7722
eb-c21x1(n)-c22x2(n) (3.2)

x3 (n + 1) = x3(n)(c3ix i (n) + c32x2(n) + x3(n)11 (n)

Our 3-dimensional pioneer-climax hierarchical model exhibits a variety of behaviors

that one can expect in any discrete dynamical population model such as extinction

(or competitive exclusion), permanencies, stability, periodic orbits, bifurcations and

finally chaos. Figure 2, which shows the iterates of the three coordinates, illustrates

some of these behaviors.

Before moving on to a more detailed analysis, we make some general observations

about the mappings (3.1) and (3.2). It is easy to see that the following sets are

(positively) invariant for these maps: R3+ ; and all the non-negative coordinate axes and

coordinate planes. Moreover, in regions where these maps are invertible, these same

sets are completely invariant. Physically speaking, the positive invariance of R 3+ is a

necessity, since there are no populations of negative size.
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Figure 3.2 Stabilizing behavior is observed for the all-pioneer hierarchical model.
The three species x l , x 2 and x 3 have initial densities as 0.9, 1.2 and 1.6 respectively.
The parameters a, b and c are 1.5, 1.7 and 1.8 respectively. The interspecies and
intraspecies interaction coefficients are 1.
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Figure 3.5 Chaotic behavior is observed for the all - climax hierarchical model.
The three species x1, x2 and x 3 have 3.1, 0.5 and 1.5 respectively as initial
densities. The parameters a, b and c are 2.7, 2.8 and 3 respectively. The interspecies
and intraspecies interaction coefficients are 1.
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Xi(k + 1) = Xi(k)eal—ciixi(k)

x2(k + 1) = x2(k) ea2-c21x1(k)-c22x2(k)

xn (k + 1) = xn (k) ean —cro. xi (k)—en2x2 (0 — • • • — ennxn(k)

CHAPTER 4

LOCAL STABILITY ANALYSIS OF 3-DIMENSIONAL

PIONEER-CLIMAX MODEL

Usually the first thing to do in order to study any dynamical system is to find its fixed

points. So, we now proceed to find the fixed points for our 3-dimensional hierarchical

pioneer-climax model. As we have 3-dimensions representing species types that are

either pioneer or climax, we have 2 3 combinations. First, we shall do the calculations

for the all-pioneer case. The n-dimensional all- pioneer hierarchical model can be

written as:

The 3-dimensional all pioneer hierarchical model has the form:

x i (n + 1) = x i (n)ea-cli xi (n)

x2 (n + 1) = x2(n)eb-c21x1 (n)—c22x2(n)

x3 (n + 1) = x3(n) ec—c3i x i (n)—c32x2 (n)—c33 x3 (rb) 	 (4.1)

Any fixed point (xi, 4, 4) must satisfy

x i*(n + 1) = xi (n), i = 1, 2, 3

26



so we have:

x*
i 
ea—cll x i

27

(4.2)

(4.3)

(4.4)x * ac—c3i —c32x; —c33x; 	 x*
3 	 3

(4.2) 	 = 0, xi = —can . Substituting xT = 0 in (4.3), we get x; = 0, x;

. Now substituting el = 0, 	 0 in (4.4), we get x; 0, x,* =
C22 	 - 	 C33 •

Thus, (0, 0, 0) and (0, 0, 	 are two of the fixed points. Now substituting xT = 0, x2 =

/=' in (4.4) 	 get 	 = 0,	 -' we ge x; 	 , x; = c —33
bc	 0 ) .

C22 	 C22

So, we have (0, 	 0) and (0, 4'2 , 13) as two more fixed points. Substituting xT =

in (4.3)„ we get x; = 0, x; --=
ell 	

C22 	 cCi2ica22 (=
Ca22 •

Substituting x 1 = , x*
2 

0 in (4.4)„ we get x; = 0, x q* = 	 -cii 	 C33 	 C11e33 	 C33

So, 	 0, 0) and (cal , 0, CI) as two more fixed points. Finally, substituting xi =

x2 = 	 in (4.4) we get (JL-, 	 0) and ( 	 -L), where .5 	 c - 	 —
ell 	 C22 	 e22 	 Cli 	 c22 	 C33 	 ell

132  as two more fixed points.
C22

Hence, in total we have eight possible fixed points for the 3-dimensional all pioneer

hierarchical model. They are:

(0, 0, 0), (0, 0, cc33 ) , (0,	 0 ) , (0, 	(,`, 0, 0), ( 	 , 0, 	 ( 	 0) and--
cii	 C33 	 C22

• 5-') where S = c - ac31 	 ac32-

Cli 	 c22 	 C33 	 Cil 	 C22

It should be clear that the all-pioneer case is the only case which can be generally

fully solved in simple form analytically to get all its possible fixed points. To show

this, we now consider a 3-dimensional hierarchical model with two pioneer and one

climax species, given in the form:

xi (n + 1) 	 xi (n) ea-ciixi(n)

x2 (n + 1) = x2(n)eb-c21 (Th)-c22X2(n)

X3 (n + 1) = x3 (n) (cm x i (n) + C32 X2 (n) + C33 X3 (n) )ec-C31X1 (n)-C32X2 (11') -C33X3 (71)

(4.5)



We observe that it is convenient to view this s

depending on the types, denoted in terms of the

and all the system parameters, which we lump t



In similar fashion we can find all the remaining fixed points for this two pioneer

and one climax hierarchical model and all other combinations of pioneer and climax



local stability analysis for the fixed point (; (=' ), where = c —
C22 C33

aC31

C11 	 C22
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hierarchical models. For reference, we list all of the fixed points of the above system:

(0, 0, 0), (0, 0,

	 F

(

or

 0), (-, 	 0) , (0 0, —W(.)), (0, b ,
C22 	 C11 	 C11 C22 	 C33 	 C22 	

be32-PC2222CW(C c)) ,
C33

( a 0 	 acm +cll. W(e —c ) ( a 	 0, 	 ac31c22+ac32clic33-Eciic22W(e—
c) ) where a = b — ac21

cil ' ' 	 cil C33 	 ell 	 C22 	 C11C22C33 	 du.

We note here also that the invariance mentioned in the previous section can be

indicated very neatly using the mapping representation; namely as T„, p, (R3+ ) C R3+ ,

Tin , t, (coordinate line) C coordinate line, and T„,,p, (coordinate plane) C coordinate

plane.

4.1 Local Stability Analysis

Once we have the fixed points for a dynamical system, we then shift our focus to the

local stability of the system about those fixed points. We illustrate this by doing the

The mapping defined by (4.1) is:

x i (n 1) = x i (n)ea-cii xi (n)

x2 (n 	 1) = x2 (n) eb-C21 xi (n)—c22x2(n)

x3 (n + 1) = x 3 (n)ec-c31 xi (n)—c32x2 (n)—c33 x3 (n)

The Jacobian J of the above system, which is just the matrix representation of the

derivative r.„ is:

J =
(1— cll x 00— '11 5 1

(—X2C2leb—c21x1

(_x3 ,31 ec—c31 —c32x2 —c3353

0

(1 —c22x2)e b czi S1 — C2252

( —x3 c32e c—c31 — c32 52 — C33 53

0

0

(1 —C33x3)e c—c31 x 1 — .32 52 — c33 53

	The Jacobian J evaluated at the fixed point (—a a 	 ) is.
r 	 C22 	 C33

(1 — a)
)eb-c2i* —a 	

0 	 0

( 	 0, , 	
( 1 — 21c	 —a

k — —C22 L-21 	 cii 	 0

1 	on

( - c3i)e '—'3- ciai 
— c 

" c
a —b
22 	 (— 	 c32)ec—c31 clal —e32 c2a2 —6 (1 —6)ec—'31 cal —'32 c2a2 —6

c33 	 c33

J =



31

As this is a lower triangular matrix (due to the hierarchical structure), the diagonal

elements are the eigenvalues A of the above matrix. Hence for linear stability we need

ea 0 0

J = 0 eb 0

0 0 ec

The origin will be a repeller if

which implies that

a, b, c > 0,



and an attractor if

which implies that

This yields the desired result.

32



unction of the hierarchical 3-dimensional system is of climax form



CHAPTER 5

PERIODIC BEHAVIOR

34



are all interior to the unit circle in the complex plane C, i.e. they

Our main interest is in finding stable periodic orbits of c

pioneer-climax systems. It follows from the hierarchical nature o

the Jacobian matrices above are all lower triangular, so the eigenva

be real - are just the diagonal elements. It turns out that most of

35



Hence, sufficient conditions for existence of a stable period-2 or

dimensional discrete hierarchical model are that there exists a

F2 (x i , x2 , x3 ), which is not a fixed point of F and satisfies

36



in Figures 5.1 and 5.2 are equal to 1.



Figure 5.1 Period-2 orbits are observed for 3-dimensional pioneer-climax
hierarchical model, where x 1 is pioneer and x 2 and x 3 are climax species. The
initial densities for x 1 , x2 and x 3 are 1.5, 0.5 and 1.5, respectively, while the positive
parameters a, b and c are 2.0, 1.9 arid 2.3, respectively. The interaction coefficients
are equal to 1.



Figure 5.2 Period-4 orbits are observed for 3-dimensional pioneer-climax
hierarchical model, where x 1 is pioneer and x 2 and x 3 are climax species. The
initial densities for x i , x2 and x 3 are 2.3, 4.1 and 1.9, respectively, while the positive
parameters a, b and c are 2.6, 2.8 and 3.0, respectively. The interaction coefficients
are equal to 1.



for x2 defined as



series plots for the coordinates in Figures 5.3 and 5.4.

41



10

respectively. The intraspecies interactions are equal to 1 and interspecies interactions
are equal to 0.3.
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Figure 5.4 Time series plot for 3-dimensional all-pioneer hierarchical model showing
period 3-cycle for the same parametric values as used in Figure 5.3.

Theorem 5.0.1. System (5.2) has a stable 3-cycle for the following parameter ranges:

2.9 < a < 3.3, 1.3 < b, c < 2, 0 < ci, < 0.4

We shall sketch the proof in the following section.
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5.1 Finding a Stable 3-Cycle For The All-Pioneer, Hierarchical System

x i (n+ 1) = x i (n)e'l (a)

x2 (n + 1) = x2 (n)e"xl (n)-x2(n) 	(5.2)

x3 (n + 1) = x 3 (n) cc-0x (n)- -yx2 (n) -x3 (n)

where a, b, c > 0 and a, 13, 7 > 0. Let us now briefly describe the proof of

Theorem 5.0.1 First we find a superstable 3-cycle for x —› fi (x) := xe'

Note fi (0) = 0 and f1 (x) t 0 as x T oo. The fixed points are x = 0 and x = a. To see

if these are stable, we compute

fl = (1 — x)ea-x

Hence,

f1(0) = ea > 1 	 0 is an unstable fixed point

fl(a) = (1 — a) 	 x = a is stable if 0 < a < 2 and unstable if a > 2

Let us find the maximum and maximizer (= point x at which the maximum is

attained)

fl = (1 — x)e' = 0 	 x = 1,

so the maximizer is x = 1 and the maximum is f (1) = ea-1 . A graph of h is sketched

in Figure 5.5 (for a > 1).

We now find an a having a superstable 3-cycle including the maximizer where

fl = 0 	 superstable). Such a cycle is illustrated with the cobweb map shown in



simple computation shows that

and

Thus the desired solution of (2) lies between 3 and 4. Using the bisection method

[23] we find
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Figure 5.5 A cobweb map for pioneer species with the positive parameter a = 1.8.
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(a) A superstable 3-cycle. (b) Zoomed version of Figure 5.6(a)

Figure 5.6 Cobweb map for pioneer species with parameters a = 3.1167 and c 11 = 1.
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Returning to the original system (5.1), let us first consider the case where, a, 13, -y =

0, so we have the uncoupled system

x i (n + 1) = x i (n)ea. -xi (n)

x2 (n + 1) = x2 (n)eb- x2(n )	(5.4)

x3 (n, + 1) = x 3 (n)ec-x3(n)

If we set b = c = 1.5, then it is clear from the above that

{(1, b, c), (0* -1 , b, c), (ea—l exp (a* _ ea*-1) , b, c)}

is a stable 3-cycle of (5.4). However, we want some coupling, but we don't want to

perturb this stable 3-cycle by much. Therefore, we consider the following special case

of (5 1):

xi (n + 1) = x i (n)ca.-xi (n)

ei.5-0.3x i (n)-x2(n)x 2 (n + 1) = x2 (n) 	 (5.5)

e l.5-0.3xi (n)-0.3x2(n)-x3(n)
X3 (n + 1) = X3 (n)

This can also be shown to have stable 3-cycle, a result that can be verified by numerical

simulation, and proved along similar lines.



CHAPTER 6

BIFURCATION ANALYSIS

In a real world ecosystem, species tend not to behave the same way throughout their

entire life spans. There are many changes continuously occurring in nature that affect

the whole ecosystem. To explain such behavior of the species, we apply bifurcation

analysis, which acts as a bridge between behavioral changes that species exhibit as

some of the system parameters vary. Many types of such changes or bifurcations can

be observed in numerical simulations, and they can actually be proved to occur for

the discrete dynamical system models that we are considering. However, some of the

more abundant types of bifurcations, such as the Hopf bifurcation, in which a fixed

point becomes unstable (stable) and gives birth to a stable (unstable) periodic orbit

of period greater than two [47] can actually be shown not to occur in our hierarchical

models. In particular, one has the following result.

Lemma 6.0.2. There are no Hopf bifurcations for our 3-dimensional discrete pioneer-

climax hierarchical model.

Proof It suffices to prove this result for the all climax case, since the proof for any

combination of climax and pioneer components is completely analogous. The all-

climax 3-dimensional hierarchical model has the form:

x i (n + 1) = xi(n)(ciixi(n))ea-cn x l (n)

x2 (n + 1) = x2(n)(c2ixi(n) + c22x2 (n)) eb-c2ixi(n) - c22x2(n) 	 (6.1)

x3 (n + 1) = X3 (71) (C3iXi (TO 	 C32X2 (T) 	 C33X3 (77))ec-c31x1(n)-c32x2(n)- c33x3(n)

Denoting 1 := (1, 1, 1), and all the other system parameters by p, := (a, b, c, c11, • • • , c33)

we have

T1 , m (x 1 (n), x 2 (n), x3 (n)) := (x i (n + 1), x2 (n + 1), x 3 (n + 1)).

48
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The Jacobian J = Ti 0 at any point is:

A(2xc ii -chx2) 0 0

B(mi-Ye21 (xc21 -1-VC22)) B(xc21 +yc22 —Ye22(XC21-1-Ye22)) 0

J =
c(ze3i-z(xe31+yc32+zc33c31))

_

c(ze32-ze32(xc3i ±ye32 +zc33)) C(x ,231 +Yc32+zc33±D)

-
(6.2)

where,

A = ea-cii x

B = eb-c21x-,22y

c = ec-c31x-c32y-c33z

D = zc33 — zc33 (xc3i + yc32 + zc33 )

As observed above, the eigenvalues are simply the diagonal elements, and these are

obviously real numbers. Therefore, we cannot have complex eigenvalues, which is a

necessary condition for the existence of a Hopf bifurcation. ❑

We note that it is not difficult to show that Hopf bifurcations are possible if the

system is not hierarchical [47].

6.1 Period-Doubling Bifurcation

In light of the above lemma, we now proceed to find some other types of bifurcation,

which can play significant roles in dynamical population models. The phenomenon of

a period-doubling bifurcation (or flip bifurcation) occurs in many discrete dynamical

systems, and we expect it to occur in our model based upon numerous numerical

simulations and experimental evidence. In period-doubling bifurcation, a fixed point

becomes unstable (stable) and creates a stable (unstable) 2-cycle. Well-known criteria

for such bifurcations are given in the following result [50]



respectively where a is a positive parameter that we vary, and the intra-species

interaction parameter c 11 is a positive, fixed quantity. For our analysis of flip bifurcations,

we could use Theorem 6.1.1, but we shall find it more convenient to provide direct

proofs that take full advantage of the special forms of the maps (6.3) and (6.4).



are obviously x = 0 and x = a/cii , these are the fixed points of f. The stability

results for these fixed points of f follows from the formula for the derivative



and a simple cobweb argument for the fixed point xi, so the proof is complete. ❑

A necessary condition for a flip bifurcation to occur at a fixed point is that the

derivative be equal to -1. Relevant to this is our next result, which follows directly

from Lemma 6.1.2 and the above proof. We leave the elementary proof to the reader.
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Proof. We give the proof only for the pioneer case since the argument for the climax

function is completely analogous (although admittedly rather more complicated). For

simplicity, we assume c11 = 1, which does not really affect the method of-proof. Thus,

we deal with the bifurcation at the fixed point x = a of f (x) = xea-x as the parameter

crosses a = 2.

To show the flip bifurcation, we study f and f2 , where

f2 (x) := f (f (x)) = (xea --. )exp(a - xea-x)

for a > 2. Of course, as x = a is a fixed point of f , it is also a fixed point of f 2 . It

follows from Lemma 6.1.3 that f has a unique fixed point in a neighborhood of x =

a, and x = a is an unstable fixed point of f for a > 2; therefore, it is also an

unstable fixed point of J.' since f 2 (a) = (Ra)) 2 > 1 for a > 2. We now show

that f2 has additional fixed points x(-) < x = 2 + < x (±) when ,a is a sufficiently

small positive number such that x, -) , x +) 2 as ,u, -4 0. Clearly, this implies

that fx,-) , 	 = {4-) , f(x,-) )1	 {f(x,±)), x,(,+) } is a 2-cycle of f . The fixed

points of f 2 near x = a, satisfy

xea-x exp(a - xea -x) = x,

and since x 0, this is equivalent to

exp[2a - x(1 + ea-x)] = 1,

which holds iff

2a - x(1 + e') -= 0 	 (6.11)

It is easy to see that x = a is a solution of (6.11) for every a > 0. Let us now

consider this equation with a = 2 + it for small nonnegative values of it, so that
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if x =a+y =2+y+ y, we have

= '0(y; 	 := 2 ( 2 + I-1 ) 	 [( 2 	/-t) + Y][ 1 + 	 = 0 	 (6.12)

Clearly y = 0 is a solution of (6.12) for every ,u, > 0, and this corresponds to the fixed

point x = x = a of f. But, there are two other solutions that comprise a (nontrivial)

2-cycle of f.

Noting that '0(0; µ ) 	 0 for ally > 0, 'p ---+ -oo as y 	 +oo, 	 -4 +oo as y

-oo, %-(0; y) = y, and performing a more detailed curve plotting analysis, we find

that graph of V) has the form shown below for ,u, > 0.

-0.4 	 -0.3 	 -0.1 	 0 	 0.1 	 0.2 	 0.3 	 0.4

Y

Figure 6.1 ii) as a function of y for Lt = 0.01

Accordingly it has a positive and negative zero y ( + ) = y ( + ) (µ) and y (-) =
(_)y , (II), respectively, for every sufficiently small positive value of the parameter 	 To



k=0
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• = 0,

0 sufficiently small. Thus the proof is complete. 	 0



0

ax3

0 	 0

Theorem 6.2.1. Let one of the three eigenvalues be equal to -1 and the other two

eigenvalues be less than one in absolute value at a fixed point of T. Let v = a, b or c be

the parameter associated with eigenvalue equal to -1. Then there is a bifurcation

value v* and corresponding fixed point 'X of T giving rise to a supercritical flip bifurcation.

Proof. For simplicity, we consider only the all pioneer case
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where we have set all the interaction coefficients equal to unity. There is no real

loss of generality in restricting our demonstration in this way, because the result in

the completely general setting is proved using the same approach with the obvious

modifications.

The fixed point in question must be 'X = (a, b— a, c— b). If it is Al that equals

-1, with associated v = a, the proof follows directly from the one-dimensional result in

Theorem 6.1.4. If A2 = —1, or A3 = —1 with associated parameters b or c, respectively,

the proof is only slightly more difficult. We consider only A2 = —1, since the proof

for A3 = —1 is essentially the same. In this case, we see from (6.13) and (6.14) that

the eigenvalues of T' (x) are —1 < Al = I — a < 1, A2 = 1 — (b — a) = —1 and —1 <

A3 = 1 — (c — b) < 1. Now we fix a and vary b slightly while keeping c fixed and

maintaining —1 < 1 — (c — b) < 1. Observe that

T2 (x) = T(T(x))

= (h(fi.(xi)), f2(fi(xi), f2(x1, x2)), „f3(fi(xi), f2(xi, x2 ), f3 (x i , x2 , x3 )))

= (x l exp[2a — x 1 (1 + ea—x1 )], x2 exp[2b — x i (l + ea-xi) — x2 (1 + eb

x3 exp[2c — x i (1 + ea-x 1 )— x 2 (1 + e"1- '2 ) — x3(1 + ec-xl-x2-x3 )1)	 (6.15)

and it is easy to see that T2 (X) = T2 (a, b — a, c — b) = x , so naturally is also

a fixed point of T 2 . To find the bifurcation in the x2 coordinate, we set v = b =

a + 2 + ,u, = v* + II and x2 = (b — a) + y2 = 2 + + y 2 . We want to find fixed

points x. = x + (0, y2 , y3 ) of T2 near X for sufficiently small ,u > 0. It follows from

(6.15) that x * must satisfy the equations

2(2 +,u,) — (2 + ,u + y2 )(1 + e-Y2 ) =0

2(c — a) — (b — a + y2 )(1 + e -Y2 ) — (c— b + y3 )(1 + e -Y2-Y3 ) = 0 	 (6.16)

We see from the proof of Theorem 1 that the first of the above equations has in

addition to y2 = 0 a pair of nonzero solutions y2 = — V6,u, + 0(,u,) < 0 <
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N/6,a 0(0) for all sufficiently small [I > 0. Upon substituting either of these in the

second of equations (6.16), and taking note of the first equation, we obtain

(V)(y3 , ,u,) := 2(c — b) — (c — b + y3 )(1 + e- Y2 )(Vii)-y3 ) = 0	 (6.17)

We compute that t-b3 (0, pc) = —1 + r(c — b) — 1}e-Y2(±)(V7) , whereupon it follows

from —1 < A3 = 1 — (e — b) < 1 that this derivative is not zero for all sufficiently

small p. Hence, we infer from the implicit function theorem that (6.17) has a unique

solution y ±) = y3+) (µ) going to zero with ,u,, and y3 (p) is actually a smooth function

of y2 (p), which is a smooth function of V —p. Collecting all of the above properties, we

see that

(+)x (+ ) = (a, b — a + y +) , c — b + y3 )

T(x,(,+ ) ) = (a, b — a + y2H ) , c — b + y3H)

is a 2-cycle of T in a neighborhood of the fixed point X = (a, b — a, c b) for b

a + 2 + p. varying and the parameters a and c fixed. In addition, it is straightforward

to show that 11X — 	 0(07,) and that the eigenvalues of T2/ (x(-) ) = eigenvalues

of T21 (x,(,+) ) all have absolute value less than 1, so {x * , T(x.)} is a stable 2-cycle. As

it is clear that the fixed point x * is unstable (in the x 2 direction) for all pc > 0, the

proof is complete.

6.3 Codimension - Two Flip Bifurcations

Let us consider the case where two of the parameters a, b and c are varied- say along

a curve in one of the parameter planes passing through a point where two of the

eigenvalues of (6.13) are equal -1, while the remaining eigenvalues is of absolute value

less than one. A natural question to ask for this codimension-2 parameter variation

is, what are the properties of any flip bifurcations that may occur?
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Figure 6.2 The phenomenon of codimension - one period doubling, when all the
species are pioneer. Here the bifurcation parameter is a = 2.

Figure 6.3 The phenomenon of codimension - one period doubling, when all the
species are pioneer. Here the bifurcation parameter is c = 2.
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To see what flip possibilities there may be, it is instructive to first investigate

the simple, uncoupled all-pioneer map

P(x i , x2 , x3 ) = 	 x2eb_x2, x 3 ec-x3 ) 	 (6.18)

with a = b = 2 and 0 < c < 2. Let us fix c and vary a and b along the curve b —

a = 0 in the a, b-plane, concentrating on a neighborhood of (a, b) = (2, 2) in

this plane. Owing to the fact that the system is uncoupled, Theorem 1 applied to

each coordinate function yields the following characterization of the flip bifurcations

at x,, = (a = 2, b = 2, c): As a and b cross the value 2 in an increasing fashion along

any smooth curve in the a, b-plane passing through (2, 2), flip bifurcations occur.

These bifurcations can be described as follows: In addition to the trivial, unstable

2-cycle at (a, b, c) we have

1. There are a pair of (nontrivial) stable 2-cycles; namely {(a+A -) , 	 c), (a+

A+>, b + A+) , c)} and {(a + y;: ) , b + Y ±) , c) , (a + Yi+) , b + Yi(-) cil

2. There are also two (nontrivial) stable 2-cycles; namely {(a 	 b, c), (a +

th+) , b, c)} and {(a, b	 c), (a, b	 c)},

and in all cases the fixed point (a, b, c) changes from an attractor to a repeller upon

such a crossing of (2, 2) in the a, b-plane.

As one might expect, our general hierarchical 3-dimensional system has analogous

qualitative, codimension-2 flip bifurcation behavior. We summarize this in the following:

Theorem 6.3.1. Suppose that two of the eigenvalues of (6.13) at a fixed point "X are

equal to -1, while the remaining eigenvalue is less than one in absolute value. Let the

parameters associated with the eigenvalues equal to -1 be varied across a smooth curve

through the point in their coordinate plane so as to simultaneously increase the two

parameters. Then just as in the uncoupled case above, in a neighborhood of the fixed

point 'X, 'X changes from an attractor to a repeller as the parameters pass through the
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bifurcation point, giving birth to four (nontrivial) 2-cycles; two of which are stable,

while the other two are unstable.

Proof. Once again, we shall give the proof only for the all-pioneer system (6.14),

and here we shall only consider the case where Al = 1 — a = A2 = 1 — (b — a) =

—1, and —1 < A3 = 1 — (c — b) < 1. A proof for the most general case, which

we leave to the reader can be based on the argument that follows, with only minor

modifications.

We simply extend the methods of proof of Theorems 1 and 2. Denote the fixed

point of T as x := (a, b — a, c — b), and set a = 2 + ,u and b = a + 2 + v =

4 + i + v, where ,u,, v > 0 are sufficiently small. Define x * = x + Y2) y3) =

(2 + p, + v, 2 + v + y2 , c — (4 + ,u, + v) + y3 ), which denotes solutions of T 2 (x.) =

x>, for it, v > 0 sufficiently small, and the yi , y2 , y3 are correspondingly small

coordinate increments. Following obvious extensions of the arguments in the proof

of Theorems 1 and 2, it is easy to see that the increments must satisfy the following

system of equations:

2(2 + it) — [(2 + 	 + Yi] [1 + e- "] 0,

	

2(4 + p, + v) — [(2 + p) + yi] [1 + e-Y1 — [(2 + v) + y2] [1 + CY1 2] = 0, 	 (6.19)

2c — [(2 +1-t)Yi] [1 + e - "}— 	 + v) + y2][1 + CY' -Y2

— RC — 4 — p, — 11) + y31[1 + e-Yi -v2 -y3] 0.

Evidently y i = y2 = y3 = 0 is a solution of (6.19) for all A, v > 0, and this corresponds

to x , which is a fixed point of T and therefore trivially a fixed point of T 2 . It remains to

find the nontrivial fixed points of T 2 near x , which generate nontrivial 2-cycles of T for

sufficiently small ,u,, v > 0. We infer from Theorem 1 that along with yi = 0, there is

pair of solutions yr = (01) = +, ‘/u + 0(,u,), where 0 (1) are analytic functions

for sufficiently small p, > 0. We now proceed to the second of equations (6.19) for

each of y l = 0, OH (07t) and OM (07).
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Substituting yi = 0 in the second equation of (6.19) yields

2(2 + v) — [(2 + v) + y2][1 + e-Y2]= 0 (6.20)

Noting the similarity of (6.20) to the first equation of (6.19), it is clear that for y i =

0, the second equation of (6.19) has solutions y 2 = 0 and y2 = 0 (±) (VT) for all

sufficiently small nonnegative v.

On the other hand, substituting y l 0 ( ± ) (.1--a) in the second equation of (6.19)

and using the fact that (±) ( N/11) are solutions of the first of equations (6.19), we

readily compute that

2(2 + v) — [(2 + v) + Y2][1 + e-°(±)(\//̀)-Y2 } = 0 (6.21)

Then again applying our approach in the proof of Theorem 1, we find that for each

of (/)(-) (Vit) and 0 (±) (A there are three solutions; namely, Y2 = 77(±? 01 VT)),

77M(Vit) 07)) 7/4+1 ( A, 07) for yi = 0 (± ) ( N/It) and Y2 = 	 Vi;),

ri (( °)) (Vii, VT), riN(Vit, ,V1)) for e = 0 (-) (/T1). These solutions satisfy the

following readily verified properties: all of the functions are analytic for sufficiently

small ,a, v > 0,

77 ((ij(ii-t, -VT) < 46(-) (VT) < 77(+10, A/T) < Tr) Wit, < 0 <

ra N/T.t, -VT) < n ((+1(0-1,, < 0(+)(0;) < 77 (-0) (v7u, Vi;) (6.22)

for all sufficiently small ,a, v > 0, and 71% ±) = 0 ( Vi;) as ,u, v 0.

To summarize our analysis so far, we have found that the first two equations

of (15) have the following nine solutions for sufficiently small nonnegative values of

the parameters ,u, and v: (i) y l = 112 0; (ii) yl = 0, Y2 Cb(+)(/T)); (iii) Y1 =

0, y2 = 0(-) (A; (iv) yi = 0 (+) (A, Y2 = 7(+) ( N/T-t, .\/); (v) = cb (± ) (A, y2 =

71 ( _1(Vit, VT); (vi) yi = 0 (+) (Vi./), Y2 = 77 ((+1(0-1, Nr .); (vii) yi = 0(-) (07), y2 =

71(°._?) (.11-t, VT); (viii) 95(-)(Vi-1), y2 = 71(_1(.\/it,\/T)); and (ix) yi = (I) , Y2 =
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77 ((: )) (07/,, \M. It remains to solve the last equation of (6.19), where each of these

nine solutions for the first two variables is substituted; this yields

0(y3 ; it, v) := 2(c — b) — [(c — b) + y3 ] [1 +	 "VI')-Y2(V12, VT')-Y3 ] = 0 	 (6.23)

where yi = yi 	 VT), Y2 = Y2(01 , 	 are known analytic functions of (IA, \r-0 for

sufficiently small ,u, v > 0 given in turn by each of the solutions (i)-(ix) of the first

two equations.

Now it follows from our assumption 11 — (c — b)1 < 1 that the same is true for

all sufficiently small ,u, v > 0 in (6.23), which implies that

and this completes the proof. 	 ❑

0 	 10 	 20 	 30 	 40 	 50 	 60 	 70 	 80 	 90 	 100

0 	 10 	 20 	 30 	 40 	 50 	 60 	 70 	 80 	 90 	 100
N

Figure 6.4 The phenomenon of codimension - two period doubling, when all the
species are pioneer. Here the bifurcation parameters are b, and c are equal to 4 and
2
)
respectively.
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6.4 Codimension - Three Flip Bifurcations

To complete our analysis of flip bifurcations, we consider the case where a, b and c are

simultaneously varied past values where all of the eigenvalues of (6.13) are equal to

-1. Again we take our cue from the uncoupled, all pioneer system (6.18). This time

with a = b = c = 2, and a, b and c simultaneously exceeding 2 along some curve

in a, b, c -space passing through (2, 2, 2). By analogy with our codimension-2 flip

bifurcation investigation of (14), it is easy to see that for a = 2 + b = 2 + 2 and

c = 2-f-µ3 with ,u1, 112, it3 > 0 sufficiently small, we have the following flip bifurcation

properties: There are four stable 2-cycles; namely

f(a 0 (+) ( 7-10, b+ ) (), c + Cb (±) (NAT13))

(a + 0 (-) (011), b + 0" (N/ )112) , c + 	 ( ✓ 13))1,

{(a + 0+) ✓ b + 	 (V it2), c + 	 (N5-t3)),

(a + 0 (-) (0-ti), b + 0 (-) (N/u2), c+ 0 (+) (0/3))1,

{(a + 0 (±) (014), b + 	 V1-12) c + 0 +) (01,3)),

(a + 0" 	 b + 0 (±) (012), c + 	 (V/13))}

and

{(a 0 (+) (0/µl), b + 0" W[12), c + 0" (N/µ3)),

(a + 0 (-) (014), b + 0 (±) (ir2) , c+ 	 (0-t3))1

Moreover, there are ten unstable 2-cycles, which are the fixed point (a, b, c) and the

nontrivial 2-cycles

{(a + 0 (± ) (01, 1 ), b, c), (a + q5 (-) ( ✓p, i ), b, c)}

{(a, b + 0+) ( N/ ,u2) , c), (a, b + 0(-) (01-12), c)}

{(a, b, c q5 (+ ) (0/73 )) , (a, b, c + 0" ( N/ p,3 ))}



{(a + 0 (±) (Or]) b + 0 (+) (VF12), c),

{(a + b + (.072), c),

{(a + 0 (+) (0-11), b, c+()),

{(a + cb (+) (074), b, c+ 0 (-) ( ir3)),

{(a, b + 0 (±) (A/Ft2), c+ )()),

{(a, b + 0+) (VF-12), c + OH (J13)),

+ q5 (-) ( 	 b + 0 (-) (-VF2), c)}

(a +q) (-) (-\,/7i]), b +45(+) (0-4), c)}

+ 0 (-) (-\54), b, c + 0 (-) (013))}

+ 0 (-) (Vpi), b, c + 0 (±) (013))}

(a, b + 0" ( F-L2) , c + (013))1

(a, b +( FL2), c + 0(+)( F13))}
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In view of our analysis of codimension-2 flip bifurcations for our hierarchical map, it

should come as no surprise that the qualitative behavior of the general case is the

same as the uncoupled case. More precisely, we have the following result that can be

proved readily, but with many routine detailed calculations, which we leave to the

reader.

Theorem 6.4.1. Suppose that all three of the eigenvalues of (6.23) are equal to

-1 at a fixed point 'X of T for a particular set of parameter values (a, b, 	 =

(ao , bo , co) and consider (a, b, 	 = (ao, bo, co) + (iti, tt2, 113) for sufficiently

small 	 p2 , p3 > 0, defining x = "X(a,b,c) and x. = 64a, b, c) + (yi, Y2, y3). Then

for pi, p2, p3 > 0 sufficiently small, nx.) = x, has 27 solutions comprising a total

of thirteen(nontrivial) two-cycles of T near gao , b0 , co) and the ,fixed point. These

2-cycles consist of four stable 2-cycles, and nine unstable 2-cycles; while the fixed

point 'X is unstable. All of these 2-cycles depend analytically on (/74, .V[1 ,2, 012) for

sufficiently small p i , p2 , p3 > 0, and shrink to fC(ao, bo, co) as Vp, i + VF12+ 073 t 0.



CHAPTER 7

CHAOTIC DYNAMICS

Perhaps the most interesting behavior that one may observe in population dynamics

is transition to chaotic regimes, possibly including strange chaotic attractors. From

an ecologist's point of view, chaos plays an important role in predicting (or more

accurately not being able to make long-time predictions about) the growth of plants

in an ecosystem. If chaotic dynamics occurs, the behavior of the species can, besides

being quite unpredictable to the point of appearing stochastic, be extremely complex

and especially interesting. It appears from our simulations that our 3-dimensional all

climax discrete hierarchical model can exhibit chaotic dynamics, as shown in Figure

7.1 for the case where

x i (n + 1) = x i (n)(x l (n))e2.7-xl

x2 (n + 1) = x2 (n) (x (n) + x2 (n))e2.8-x' (n)-x2(n)

X3 (n, ± 1) = X3 (n) (Xi (n) + x2 (n) x3 (n))e3-x l (n)-x2(n)-x3(n)

We have already proved that the one-dimensional pioneer case has a 3-cycle, which

induces chaos in our hierarchical system if it is the first coordinate. As a matter of

fact, it is not difficult to adapt our flip bifurcation proofs in the preceding section

to show that essentially one-dimensional chaos in any component (pioneer or climax)

induces chaos in the whole hierarchical system. The bifurcation diagrams for the

one-dimensional pioneer case in Figure 7.2 and Figure 7.3 suggests the existence of

chaos. Lyapunov exponent computations results in Figure 7.4 support and illustrate

our conclusion about chaos. Note from Figure 7.2 and Figure 7.3 that the bifurcation

diagram in both the pioneer and climax cases appears to collapse to zero beyond a

certain parameter value . In the climax case, zero is superstable, but in the pioneer
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case where zero is unstable, it may be that there is a small scale strange attractor for

sufficiently large parameter values.

N

Figure 7.1 Chaotic behavior for the all climax discrete hierarchical case with a =
2.7, b = 2.8, c = 3.0. The interspecies and intraspecies interaction coefficients are 1.

Figures 7.2, 7.3 show the behavior of a pioneer species for a range of values of a. It

appears that one has chaos in the limit of the period doubling cascade. The graphs

shown in Figures 7.2 and 7.3 as a result of numerical simulation supports our view

of a chaotic period-doubling limit. Initially as a varies from 0 to 2 we have a

single stable fixed point solution. But as we exceed 1.985, the single stable solution

bifurcates into a stable 2-cycle via period-doubling bifurcation. This two-cycle further

bifurcates into a stable 4-cycle and these period-doubling bifurcations continue with

increasing a, generating a period-doubling cascade that reaches a limit at a = 2.69. At
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a = 3.105 we have a period-3 window showing the existence of chaos for a single species

owing to the work of Sharkovski [43] and Li and Yorke [29]. Beyond a = 8.575 it

looks like the bifurcation diagram degenerates to the line at zero - but this may be

misleading as a smaller scale image might reveal that this is just a thin, chaotic

strip comprising a strange attractor near the origin. This behavior indicated by our

simulations remains to be proved - a problem we shall explore in a future study.

In Figure 7.4 we have plotted Lyapunov exponents A for various values of a for

the same species. Positive A indicates chaotic orbits.

For the climax case, we have analogous period-doubling cascades leading to

chaos. However, in this case the diagram collapses to the superstable attractor at the

origin for sufficiently small parameter values as compared to the pioneer case. We

note here that such bifurcation or chaotic phenomena exhibited by any component

of the hierarchical system - be it pioneer or climax - is actually induced in the entire

dynamical system.
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Figure 7.2 Bifurcation diagram for a pioneer species. Here the parameter a varies
from 0-4.
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a

Figure 7.3 Bifurcation diagram for a pioneer species. Here the parameter a varies
from 4-10.
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Figure 7.4 Lyapunov exponents for a pioneer species.
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x
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a

Figure 7.5 Bifurcation diagram for a climax species. Here the parameter a varies
from 1.1-4.
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Figure 7.6 Lyapunov exponents for a climax species.
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7.1 Existence of Chaos on a Cantor Set

Consider the one-dimensional climax species

x i (n + 1) = x i (n)ciix i (n)ea-c'''' (n ) 	(7.1)

We will do the analysis for c11 = 1, (but the same procedure can be applied when c11

1 with some obvious changes) so the above equation reduces to

x1(n + 1) = x i (n) 2 ea-x 1(n)	(7.2)

Now consider fa (x) = x 2e'. Numerical experiments indicate that we can apply the

standard Cantor set argument to prove existence of chaos when a > 2.98. So we will

now focus our attention on

fa(x) = x2e2.98-x 	 (7.3)

The fixed points of fa are 0, 0.0536 and 4.4795. An x E I = [0.0536, 10.6436] has

two types of orbits: one which directly or eventually goes to origin (extinction or

saturation of population leading to extinction) and a second which does not converge

to the origin (flourishing). We are interested in the second case. So, we will remove

all the subintervals from I which give rise to orbits converging to the origin and then

observe the behavior of (7.3) on the remainder of I

Let us denote the set of all points in I whose iterates do not converge to the

origin by A. We clearly have the subinterval /0 = (1.54, 2.55) whose points ultimately

go to the origin. Next we have two more subintervals: /1 -) = (0.32, 0.45) on the left

of /0 and t ) = (5.42, 6.19) on the right of /0 . They represent f -1 (1-0 ) the preimage

of h. So the points in Jr), /1(±) are first mapped to 1 and then they go to the

origin. We will remove these three subintervals from I. Now we repeat this procedure

again, i.e. to find the preimage of t ) which is /--) = (0.13, 0.16) U (0.77, 0.86) and

of which is ./-4-) = (3.85, 4.12) U (7.91, 8.36). At any stage k of this process, we
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find 2k subintervals whose forward iterates under fa converge to the origin, and are

to be removed from I.

This process of removal generates a 2-component Cantor set defined as

A = /V/0 U (41 1 /fc+) ))

It is clear from the construction that fa (A) C A, so this Cantor set is invariant.

12 ,

Figure 7.7 The formation of the Cantor set.

Each x E A can be identified with a binary sequence as follows:

x	 .ao a ia2

where,

0 if P(x) E Jo ;
a

1 if fal(x) E
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with J0 = [0.0536, 1.54) and J1 = (2.55, 10.6436]. The fixed points 0.0536 and 4.4795 w-

ill naturally belong to J0 and J1 , respectively, since the iterates of these points are

fixed which means their iterates remain in their corresponding intervals. In terms of

the identification (homeomorphism), the positive fixed points are identified with the

points .0000... and .1111 ...

The restriction fadA is, by a standard argument (see [1, 4, 14]) that follows right

from its definition, topologically conjugate to the shift map o : S S, defined in the

space of binary sequences of the form ao a i a2 ... as

o- (ao ai a2 ...) = a 1 a2 a3

Therefore, fa h is chaotic and has such features as periodic orbits of all periods and

a dense orbit.

7.2 Geometric Proof of Chaos Based on Horseshoe Behavior

Demonstrating that a map behaves like a Smale horseshoe in some region is another

method that can be used to show the existence of chaos. When a map acts on a

geometric figure and shows contraction, expansion and folding of the resulting figure

onto the original one to form two or more components in the manner of Smale's

construction, then the horseshoe argument can be applied to the map to prove chaos.

In Figures 7.8-7.10 some numerical simulations are shown that indicate contraction,

expansion and folding occurs in three-dimensional horseshoe-like fashion for the 3-

dimensional pioneer-climax hierarchical system.

In Figure 7.8(a) we first plotted the tetrahedron ABCD with A(0.05, 1.5, 3), B(0.05, 3,

1.5), C(0.05, 1.5, 1.5), D(10.7 , 1.2, 1.2) and then studied its image under the following
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map:

x i (n + 1) = x i (n) (x i (n))e3-xl

x2 (n + 1) 	 X2 (n) (0 .01x (n) + x 2 (n))el.3-0 Olxi ()-x2 (n) 	 (7.4)

x 3 (n + 1) 	 x3 (n)(0.01x i (n) + 0.01x 2 (n) + x3(n)) 	 (n)-o.oix2 (n)-x3(n)

The resulting figure presented in Figure 7.8(b) was superimposed on the original

tetrahedron to show contraction, expansion and folding behavior together with two-

component intersection shown in Figure 7.9. With this, we can essentially repeat the

standard horseshoe argument to show that there is an invariant Cantor set on which

(7.4) behaves like a shift map, which implies that (7.4) is chaotic.

It is important to note that the necessary behavior of the intersection of the

given region with its image under the map (7.4) can be readily verified in a direct -

but long and tedious analytical fashion. Consequently, the "picture proof" in Figures

7.8-7.10 can be rather routinely transformed into actual three-dimensional proofs of

horseshoe behavior that generates chaos.
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(a) Tetrahedron ABC D with A(0.05,1.5,3), B(0.05,3.1.5), C(0.05,1.5,1.5).

D(10.7,1.2,1.2) which is acted upon by (7.4).

(b) Transformed tetrahedron under the action of (7.4).

Figure 7.8 Horseshoe behavior observed in the all climax hierarchical system.
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Figure 7.9 The transformed tetrahedron superimposed on the initial tetrahedron.
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Figure 7.10 The X-Z view of the the intersection of the transformed tetrahedron
with the initial tetrahedron.



CHAPTER 8

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE RESEARCH

In this chapter we conclude this dissertation by summarizing various results obtained

in the course of our research, with a special emphasis on the discoveries and innovations

that represent advances in the state-of-the-art of dynamical analysis of population

models.

We began this dissertation by citing some of the famous and widely used models

of population dynamics of various species. Then we formulated a discrete dynamical

model general enough to subsume most of the models in the literature. Unfortunately,

the general nature of our model precluded an extensive dynamical analysis, but we

were able to prove some theorems on the existence of fixed (equilibrium) points.

We hope in future to delve more deeply into the dynamics of certain interesting

special cases of our general system, but we decided to concentrate for the rest of our

dissertation research on rather specific (hierarchical pioneer-climax) models used to

predict the behavior of ecological populations.

In Chapter 3, we introduced the forestry terms pioneer species and climax

species both from ecological and mathematical modeling sense. The discrete dynamical

models were taken to be hierarchical since it has been found that such models produce

dynamics closer to that observed in real-world behavior of pioneer and climax species.

Then for concreteness, we restricted our attention to hierarchical models with three

distinct species. Fixed points were found for 3-dimensional hierarchical model for

some combinations of pioneer and climax in Chapter 4. A local stability analysis

of the fixed points was then performed. We ended the chapter by proving a lemma

which gave conditions on the intrinsic parameters a, b, and c as to when (0, 0, 0) is an

attractor or a repeller for the 3-dimensional all pioneer hierarchical model. Some of
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the main contributions of this dissertation are in Chapters 5 and 6, where we analyzed

the periodic behavior and bifurcations, respectively, of our 3-dimensional hierarchical

system. We began chapter 5 by deriving sufficient conditions for the existence of

period-2 orbits for 3-dimensional all pioneer hierarchical model. Further conditions

for stable period-2 orbits were obtained using symbolic mathematics in MATLAB.

Several n— cycles for n > 1 were also identified in our hierarchical model. In

particular, we proved the existence of a stable 3-cycle for a certain range of parameters

for an all pioneer model, and indicated how a similar result can be proved for any

combination of three species. In light of our observation that periodic, bifurcation

or chaotic behavior in any component induces this behavior in the whole hierarchical

system, the existence of the three cycle indicated that the system might exhibit chaos

in virtue of the work of Li and Yorke [29].

In Chapter 6, we first noted by a simple computation that our 3-dimensional

hierarchical model cannot exhibit a Hopf Bifurcation. As a matter of fact, the

hierarchical nature of the model precludes Hopf bifurcations. However, the model can

exhibit a very rich flip (period-doubling) bifurcation structure, which can produce the

birth of cycles from fixed points. These cycles can be of period 2, 4 or 8 depending

on the codimension of the flip bifurcation. This type of behavior appears not to have

been discovered in the literature.

Finally in Chapter 7, we analyzed chaotic behavior in the 3-dimensional, hierarch-

ical pioneer-climax model. First, we observed what appeared to be chaotic regimes

for certain parameter ranges in several numerical simulations. We next noted from

bifurcation diagrams for a single pioneer and climax species that there were strong

indications of the typical period-doubling route to chaos. Then we used a rather

standard two-component Cantor set construction to show that a single climax species

has, for a certain range of its parameters, an (unstable) invariant set on which

the dynamical system is conjugate to a shift map, and so is chaotic. This result,
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coupled with our proof that a single pioneer species has a stable 3-cycle for a range of

parameter values, leads to the conclusion that if the first component of our hierarchical

model has these properties, the entire system is chaotic. Actually, it is not too far

a stretch to prove that what is essentially 1-dimensional chaos in any component,

induces chaotic regimes in the whole hierarchical system. In fact a proof of this

arid some related results is something that we shall tackle in our future research.

The results on chaos were underscored by graphing the Lyapunov exponents for the

one-species pioneer and climax cases, which yielded a preponderance of positive values

(implying chaos) for large enough parameter values.

One of our goals in studying chaotic dynamics for our hierarchical system was to

obtain definitive evidence of strange attractors for some parameters ranges. However,

the best that we were able to do at this juncture was to find an intriguing clue: We

noted from our simulations of a single pioneer species that the bifurcation diagram

(which records only stable states) appears to collapse to zero for sufficiently large

values of its main (exponential) parameter. But for these parameter values, the origin

is actually quite a strong repeller. This suggests that there may be a strange attractor

very close to the origin, and indicates that hierarchical systems containing at least

one pioneer component may be exhibiting interesting stable chaotic behavior at very

small scales - perhaps at scales too small to have registered in certain experimental

studies of pioneer-climax systems. This is definitely something we are planning to

investigate in future research, perhaps in collaboration with ecologists who might be

able to confirm the existence of such small scale strange attractors by using the proper

focus in their field work. Such collaborations with ecologists may be indispensable to

our future research in this vein, since the available data at this juncture is not well

suited to testing the efficacy of dynamical models.

Our final proof of the existence of chaotic regimes entailed a demonstration

that the map associated to our 3-dimensional hierarchical system behaved like a
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3-dimensional Smale horseshoe map on a properly chosen initial region, taken to be

a tetrahedron. We were content with what amounted to graphical "picture-proofs"

of these results since the analysis, although straightforward, is quite lengthy. The

details of such an analysis shall be provided in our future research.
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